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Abstract- - -Given an undirected graph G = (V, E) where each edge e = (i,j) has a length dij >_ O, 
the k-minimum spanning tree problem, k-MST for short, is to find a tree T in G which spans at 
least k vertices and has minimum length l(T) = ~'~(~,j)e T dij. We investigate the computational 
complexity of the k-minimum spanning tree problem in complete graphs when the distance matrix 
D = (d~j) is graded, i.e., has increasing, respectively, decreasing rows, or increasing, respectively, 
decreasing columns, or both. We exactly characterize polynomially solvable and NP-complete vari- 
ants, and thus, establish asharp borderline between easy and difficult cases of the k-MST problem on 
graded matrices. As a somewhat surprising result, we prove that the problem is polynomially solvable 
on graded matrices with decreasing rows, but NP-complete on graded matrices with increasing rows. 
© 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The k-minimum spanning tree problem, k-MST for short, in complete graphs can be stated as 
follows. We are given a complete graph G = (V,E)  with vertex set V = {1 ,2 , . . . ,n}  and a 
symmetric n x n distance matrix D = (d~j), where d~j >_ 0 denotes the length of the edge ( i , j )  
for 1 _< i < j <_ n. Furthermore, we are given a positive integer k ~ n. The goal is to find a 
tree T that spans at least k vertices of G and has minimum length l (T) = ~-:~(~,j)e T do" We note 
that since all weights are nonnegative, there always exists an optimal tree T which spans exactly 
k vertices. 
The k-MST problem was independently introduced by Zelikovsky and Lozovanu [1] and by 
Fischetti, Hamacher, Jornsten and Maffioli [2]. Practical applications of the k-MST problem arise, 
e.g., in oil industry, see [2] for more details. Furthermore, the k-MST problem plays an important 
role in connection with several other combinatorial optimization problems, such as the latency 
problem (see [3]), the prize-collecting travelling salesman problem (see [4]), and routing problems 
in network communication (see [5]). Various versions of the k-MST problem were proved to be 
NP-complete by Zelikovsky and Lozovanu [1], Fischetti et al. [2] and Ravi, Sundaram, Marathe, 
Rosenkrantz and Ravi [6]. The k-MST problem remains NP-complete ven for the class of planar 
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graphs. The problem is also NP-complete if d~j E {1,2,3} for 1 < i < j < n, but there is a 
polynomial time algorithm for the special case where dij E {1, 2} for 1 < i < j < n (see [6]). 
Further polynomially solvable cases of the variant of the problem where G is not required to be 
a complete graph are presented by P~vi et al. [6]. 
Fischetti et al. [2] and Woeginger [7] investigate a variant of the k-MST problem where weights 
are attached to the vertices and not to the edges. Woeginger [7] shows that this vertex variant 
is NP-complete for grid-graphs and identifies everal classes of graphs for which the problem can 
be solved in polynomial time. 
In this note, we deal with the special case of the k-MST problem which arises if we restrict he 
class of distance matrices to the class of graded matrices. The gradedness property of symmetric 
matrices concerns the rows and/or columns of the triangular submatrix above the main diagonal. 
More precisely, a symmetric n x n matrix D is called graded up its rows (D E [RI"], for short) if 
d~j _< d~k, for all i < j < k < n. (1) 
Similarly, matrix D is graded down its rows (D E [RI]) if 
d~j > dik, for all i < j < k < n. (2) 
In other words, the matrix is called graded up (respectively, down) the rows, if the entries in 
the rows are increasing when moving away from (respectively, towards) the main diagonal. The 
property of being graded up (down) the columns is defined in an analogous way and denoted by 
D • [C1"] (D • [CI]). With every matrix D = (d~j), we associate its reverse matrix D-  which is 
defined by d~ = d,-~+l,n-j+l for 1 _< i , j  < n. Clearly, matrix D is graded up (down) its rows 
if and only if D -  is graded up (down) its columns. 
It turns out that some hard combinatorial optimization problems become much easier if the 
underlying distance matrix is graded (see, e.g., [8] for the traveling salesman problem and the 
bottleneck traveling salesman problem and [9] for the Steiner tree problem in graphs). Note 
that, for example, symmetric nonnegative product matrices D = (dij) with d~j = aiaj  where 
0 < al  _< .." _< an belong to the class of symmetric graded matrices. Product matrices have 
been intensively investigated in connection with the traveling salesman problem (see [10] and the 
references therein). 
In this note, we investigate the complexity of the k-MST problem on graded matrices. Our 
results may be summarized as follows. If the underlying distance matrix is in [RT] or [CT], then 
the k-MST problem remains NP-complete. If the underlying distance matrix is in [R~] or [C1] or 
[I~TCI"], then the k-MST problem is solvable in polynomial time. Because of the duality between 
the gradedness of a matrix and the gradedness ofthe reverse of this matrix, the NP-completeness 
of [RI"] implies the NP-completeness of [CT]. This NP-completeness result is derived in Section 2. 
Similarly, to get the other claimed results it is sufficient to prove that [R~] and [RI"CI"] are solvable 
in polynomial time. This is done in Section 3. 
These complexity results are perhaps omewhat surprising. Dud~, Klinz and Woeginger [9] 
studied a similar problem, namely the Steiner tree problem in graded matrices. They showed that 
if the underlying distance matrix is in [RT] or [C1"] or [RI] or [CI], then the Steiner tree problem 
is still NP-complete, while the other four cases ([RTCT], [RTC~], [R~CT], [RIC~]) are solvable 
in polynomial time. The fact that the k-MST problem is NP-complete for distance matrices in 
[RT], but polynomially solvable, when the distance matrix is in [RI], points out an interesting 
difference between these two at first sight similar problems. 
2. AN NP-COMPLETENESS RESULT  
In this section, we show that the k-MST problem restricted to distance matrices which are 
graded up its rows is NP-complete. The proof is done by reduction from the NP-complete 
Steiner tree problem in [RT] (see [9]) which can be stated follows. 
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Steiner Tree Prob lem in [RT] 
INSTANCE. A complete graph G = (V,E) with vertex set V = {1,2,. . .  ,n}, a set of terminals 
N = {n l , . . .  ,nt} C V, a distance matrix D e [RT] where dij > 0 (1 < i , j  <_ n), and a positive 
integer B. 
QUF_.STION. Does there exist a Steiner tree T, i.e., a tree which spans all terminals in N and an 
arbitrary subset of the vertices in V - N, with length l(T) <_ B? 
THEOREM 2.1. The k-MST problem is NP-complete on distance matrices/n [RT]. 
PROOF. Let an instance of the Steiner tree problem in [RT] be given. From this, construct an 
instance of the k-MST problem in the following way. Set k = 2tn and let G ~ = (W, E I) be the 
complete graph with vertex set W = {1, 2 , . . . ,  n + k}. Let n~ denote the vertex (2q - 1)n + 1 
and let V~ = {n~ + 1,n~ + 2,. . .  ,n~ + 2n - 1} and V~ = Vq td {n~} (q = 1,2 , . . . , t ) .  Clearly, 
t t V t = (tJq=lVg) U V. The upper-diagonal entries of the distance matrix D' = (d~j) of the k-MST 
instance are defined as follows: 
{ d~j, i f l _< i< j<_n ,  for some 1 < q < t and j E Vq, d~j = 0, if i = nq - - (3) qM, if i = nq for some 1 _< q < t and n + 1 < j _< n~, 
(n + 1)2M, otherwise, 
where M = ~#j  dij. By the symmetry of the distance matrix D', this also defines the entries 
below the main diagonal. It is easy to verify that the matrix D' is graded up its rows. 
We claim that there exists a Steiner tree for N in G with length at most B if and only if there 
exists a tree in G' which spans at least k vertices and has length at most 
B' = B + t(t + I____~) M. 
2 
ONLY IF. Assume that there exists a Steiner tree T in G spanning all vertices in N with l(T) < B. 
Construct he following subtree T' of G': 
T '=TU{(nq ,n~q)  : l <q<t}U{(n~, j )  : l <q<t ,  j E Vq}. 
t The tree T ~ spans at least t + 2tn > k vertices and has length l (T ~) < B + ~,q=l qM, since the 
sum of the lengths of the edges in T is at most B and any edge of the form (nq,n~) (1 < q < t) 
has length qM, while any edge (n~,j) (1 < q < t , j  E Vq) has length 0. Hence 
t(t + 1) M = B'. I (T') < B + ~ 
IF. Now assume that there exists a tree T I of length at most B t spanning at least k vertices of G I. 
First, observe that V(T' ) tq V~ # 0 (q = 1,2, .. .  ,t), since otherwise [V(T')[ < n + 2(t - 1)n = 
2tn - n < 2tn = k, a contradiction. On the other hand, T' cannot contain an edge of length 
(n + 1)~M since (n + 1)2M > B'. 
Since T I spans at least one vertex in Vg (q = 1,. . .  ,t), there is an edge in T ~ which is incident 
to a vertex in V~ and to a vertex not in V~. Such an edge is either of the form (nj, n~) with 
length jM  for some j > q or of the form (nj,x) with length jM  for some x E Vq and j > q. This 
implies 
l (T') > M + 2M +. . .  + tM = t(t + 1) M. 
- 2 
Next, we claim that T ~ does not contain an edge of the form (x, nj) for some x E Vq and 
t > j > q. Otherwise, we would have 
l(T') > M+. . .  + (q-  1)M +jM+ (q+ 1)M+. . .  +tM 
_ t(t  + 1) M + (j - q )M > M + t(t  + 1._____2) M > B', 
2 2 
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a contradiction. Therefore, an edge leaving Vq' has the form (nq, n j) for some j > q. A sim- 
ilar argument as before shows that (n~q,nj) cannot be an edge of T' for any 1 < q < j _< t. 
Summarizing, for all q = 1, 2,. . . ,  t, the tree T' contains the vertex nq and the edge (nq, n~q). 
We now construct a tree T in the original graph G in the following way: start from T' and 
delete the vertices nq, q = 1,... ,t, and all edges incident o these vertices. Clearly, T spans all 
terminals in N and its length fulfills l(T) = l(T') - t ~']~q=l qM <_ B, which completes the proof. | 
3. POLYNOMIAL  T IME RESULTS 
In this section, we complement the hardness result of the previous ection and study the k-MST 
problem restricted to the class of distance matrices which are graded down their rows as well as 
to the class of distance matrices which are graded along both their rows and their columns. We 
show that these restrictions make the problem solvable in polynomial time. 
We, henceforth, assume that all edge lengths are pairwise distinct which simplifies the subse- 
quent arguments considerably. We first show that this assumption can be made without loss of 
generality. 
OBSERVATION 3.1. There exists a perturbation of the edge lengths which results in pairwise 
distinct edge lengths uch that the set of optimal solutions of k -MST with respect o the perturbed 
edge weights is a nonempty subset of the set of optimal solutions with respect to the original 
~e~h~. 
PROOF. Let e be any number not larger than the minimum difference between any two distinct 
edge lengths. Then we replace the weight dij of the edge ( i , j )  with i < j by d~j = d~j + e i /n  + 
¢ j /n  2. By symmetry, this also defines the entries d~ for j > i. It is easy to check that the new 
edge lengths are pairwise distinct. Furthermore, note that the perturbation does not change the 
order between the edge lengths of edges with distinct edge lengths. This guarantees that any 
optimal tree for the k-MST problem with respect o the new edge lengths will also be optimal 
for the original edge lengths. | 
Let us now consider the special case of the k-MST problem where the distance matrix D is 
restricted to be in [R~]. The following lemma is helpful in characterizing the properties of an 
optimal solution for this special case. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let T be an optimal solution of the k-MST problem in [RI]. I f  T contains two 
vertices u and v such that u < v, deg(v) > 2 and (u, v) is an edge of T, then T contains no 
vertex x with x > v. 
PROOF. Let Vu and V~ be the vertex sets of the two connected components which result by 
deleting the edge (u, v) from T, such that u E Vu and v E Vv. Suppose that there exists a 
vertex x of T with x > v. We distinguish the following two cases. 
(1) x E Vv: delete the edge (u,v) from T and add the edge (u,x). The new tree spans again 
k vertices and is shorter than T since dux < duv. This contradicts the optimality of T. 
(2) x E Vu: since deg(v) > 2, there exists an edge (y, v) in T. It follows from the argument 
in (1) that y < v. Deleting the edge (y, v) from T and adding the edge (y, x) results in a 
tree which is shorter than T, again a contradiction. II 
The next theorem provides the basis for solving the k-MST problem restricted to matrices in 
[RI] in polynomial time. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let T be an optimal solution of the k-MST problem in [RI]. Then one of the 
following two properties is true. 
(i) T is a star. 
(ii) There are vertices r and s (_ r such that the set of vertices V(T)  of T is given by 
V(T) -- {v : s < v < r} (3 V', where the vertices in V' are those k + s - r - 1 vertices in 
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the set {1, 2 . . . .  , s - 1} which have the shortest distance to vertex r. Any vertex v E V' is 
adjacent o r and any vertex x in V(T) \ (V' U {r}) is adjacent o either r or to a vertex 
y<x.  
PROOF. Let T be an optimal tree and suppose that (i) is not fulfilled, i.e., T is not a star. Thus, 
T contains at least two vertices u and v with degree at least two. Obviously, u and v can be 
chosen such that u < v and (u, v) is an edge of T. Let r be the vertex with largest number in T. 
It  follows from Lemma 3.2 that v = r, and thus, deg(r) >_ 2. Similarly, it can be seen that any 
vertex w ~ r with deg(w) _> 2 is adjacent o r. Furthermore, any vertex which is smaller than r 
and adjacent o a vertex v with deg(v) _> 2 is a leaf of T. 
Let the vertex s be the greatest vertex not greater than r with the property that s - 1 is not 
a vertex of T. Clearly, s is a vertex of T. We next show that any leaf g of T fulfills exactly one 
of the following two properties: 
(a) g is adjacent o r, or 
(b) s < £ < r holds and g is adjacent o a vertex v ¢ r with v < g. 
To prove this, assume the contrary, i.e., neither of these properties holds. First, suppose that 
there exists a leaf g such that g < v ~ r and (g, v) is an edge of T. Then deleting the edge (g, v) 
and adding the edge (£, r) results in a shorter tree which contradicts the optimality of T. Next, 
suppose that there exists a leaf g~ < s which is adjacent o a vertex v ¢ r. The definition of s 
implies that g~ < s - 1. Deleting the edge (v, g~) and adding the edge (v, s - 1) yields a tree that 
spans k vertices and is shorter than T, again a contradiction. 
It  follows from the definition of s that any vertex v with s < v < r is a vertex of T. Let 
V ~ C ~1, . . . ,  s - 1) denote the set of remaining vertices of T. To guarantee that T spans at least 
k vertices, V ~ must contain at least k + s - r - 1 vertices. It  remains to be shown that V ~ consists 
of those k+s - r -  1 nodes in (1 , . . . ,  s -  1} which have the shortest distance to vertex r. Suppose 
the contrary, i.e., there exists a vertex v E V ~ and a vertex w E ~1, 2 , . . . ,  s - 1} \ V' such that 
d~r > dwr. Then v cannot be a leaf of T. For if v were a leaf, it follows that the edge ( v, r) is 
contained in T (since v < s), and thus, deleting the edge iv, r) and adding the edge (w,r)  would 
result in a shorter tree, i.e., a contradiction. If v is not a leaf, there exists a leaf g > v which is 
adjacent o v. Since dye > dvr > dwr holds, T can be shortened idelete iv, g) and add (w,r)) 
which again contradicts the optimality of T. This shows that V ~ consists of the k + s -  r -  1 nodes 
with minimum distance to r. It is easy to see that each node in V ~ is adjacent o r in T since 
otherwise V ~ would contain a leaf g < s which fulfills neither of the two properties (a) and (b) 
above. | 
THEOREM 3.4. H D E [RJ.], then the k-MST problem is solvable in O(nmin(nlogn, nk} + 
nk 2 log k) time. 
PROOF. It follows from Theorem 3.3 that it suffices to restrict he search for an optimal tree to 
the set of trees which fulfill one of the Conditions (i) and (ii) in the above theorem. A start of 
minimum length can be found as follows: choose first a vertex v as the central vertex and then 
connect vertex v to the k - 1 vertices which have the smallest distance to the central vertex v. 
For fixed v, these vertices can be found in Oinlogn ) time by sorting, or in Oink ) t ime by a linear 
t ime algorithm to select the t-largest element for g = 1 , . . . ,  k. Since there are n choices for v, 
finding a star of minimum length takes O(n min{n log n, nk}) time. 
It remains to be shown how to find a tree of minimum length among the trees that fulfill (ii). 
To that end, we check all possible candidates for the vertices r and s (r > k, r - k + 1 ~ s _< r). 
It  is advantageous to organize the computations in such a way that for any fixed choice of r, we 
test all possible values of s in increasing order starting with s = r - k + 1. Assume, henceforth, 
that r is fixed. Then the sets V ~ C_ ~1, . . . ,  s - 1} of the k + s - r - 1 vertices which have the 
smallest distance to vertex r can be found in Oimin(n log n, nk}) total t ime for all values of s 
(either sort the lengths of the edges (u, r) with u < r, or apply repeatedly a linear t ime selection 
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algorithm). As soon as V' has been determined, we know the vertex set V(T) of the current 
candidate tree T and a subset of its edges, namely the set {(v, r) : v E V'}. To complete the 
edge set we proceed as follows. We consider the vertices in the set V" = {v : s _< v < r} in 
increasing order and connect each vertex v E V" to the partial tree with an edge of minimum 
length in the candidate set C(v) := {(v,r)}U{(u,v): u < v,u E V(T)}. If this step is performed 
independently for each value of s, then we need O(k 2) time per step. A more efficient way is to 
organize the candidate lists C(v) as heaps and update them accordingly if s is increased by one. 
Then an edge in C(v) with minimum length can be found in constant ime. It is easy to check 
that for the start value of s, i.e., s = r - k + 1, these heaps can be build up in O(k 2 logk) overall 
time. If we increase s by one, it may happen that the former vertex s leaves the vertex set of 
the tree and a new vertex enters this set. Thus, in the worst case we need to delete an entry and 
insert an entry into each heap. Since a single insertion or deletion can be performed in O(log k) 
time and there are k choices for s, the update of all heaps can be done in O(k ~ log k) total time. 
Since there are O(n) values to test for r, the overall time complexity of the algorithm is 
O(n 2 log n + nk 2 log k). II 
We now turn to the case of the k-MST problem where the given distance matrix is graded 
along both its rows and its columns. 
THEOREM 3.5. The k-MST problem restricted to the matrix class [RTCT] is solvable in O(kn 2) 
time. 
PROOF. It is easy to check that an optimal tree T of the k-MST problem which spans the 
vertices vx < v2 < ...  < vk consists of the edges (vl,v2), (v2,vs), . . . ,  (vk-l,v~), i.e., T is a path. 
Therefore, the k-MST problem reduces to finding a path of minimum length which contains k 
vertices. This problem can be solved by a well-known dynamic programming algorithm. Let 
A[q, i] denote the length of a path of minimum length which contains q vertices, q = 1 , . . . ,  k, and 
ends in vertex i, i = q , . . . ,  n. Clearly, the length of an optimal solution of the k-MST problem is 
given by min{A[k, i] : k < i < n}. Since a single entry of the k x n array A can be computed in 
O(n) time, the overall running time is O(kn2). II 
The cases where the distance matrix D is in [RTC£] or in [RIC~] are special cases of the case 
considered in Theorem 3.4, and thus are solvable in polynomial time. In the sequel, we show 
that by exploiting the additional structure present in these cases, we obtain algorithms which are 
faster than the algorithm proposed in the proof of Theorem 3.4. 
THEOREM 3.6. The k-MST problem restricted to matrices in [RTC~] is solvable in O(k) time 
since the tree T with edge set {(1, 2), (1, 3) , . . . ,  (1, k)} constitutes an optimal solution. 
PROOF. Suppose that {Vl,V2,... ,vk} with vl < v2 < ...  < vk is the set of vertices of an optimal 
solution of the k-MST problem. It is straightforward to show that the tree T ~ with edge set 
{(vl, v2), (Vl, v3),. • •, (vl, vk)} is a tree of minimum length among the trees spanning the vertices 
v l , . . . ,  vk. Hence, T ~ is an optimal solution of the k-MST problem. On the other hand, 
1 (T') = d,,,,~ 2 + d~,~ 3 +. . .  + d,,,,, >_ dlv2 + dlvs + ' "  + dl~,k >_ d12 + d13 + ' . .  -b dlk -- l(T). 
Therefore, T is an optimal solution of the k-MST problem. | 
THEOREM 3.7. The k-MST problem restricted to distance matrices in [R], C~] is solvable in O( k ) 
time. 
PROOF. Suppose that {Vl,V2,...,vk} with vl < v~ < .. .  < v~ is the vertex set of an optimal 
tree of the k-MST problem. Let T ~ be the tree on the vertex set {vl,v2,.. .  ,vk} in which vl is 
adjacent o v~ and for all i = 2 . . . .  , k - 1, vertex vi is adjacent o vl if d~lv ~ < d~hv ~ holds, and 
adjacent to vk, otherwise. It is easy to check that T'  is a tree of minimum length among the trees 
spanning the vertices Vl , . . . ,  v~. Hence, the tree T ' is an optimal solution of the k-MST problem. 
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Next, we show how an optimal solution of the k-MST can be constructed in O(k) time. To that 
end, we construct he following tree T. The edge set of T contains the edge (1, n) and the k - 2 
edges with smallest length in the set {(1, v) : n - k + 2 < v < n - 1} U {(u, n) : 2 < u < k - 1}. 
Since the distance matrix is in [R~C~], the tree T can be found in O(k)  time. To prove that  T is an 
optimal solution of the k-MST problem, consider the tree T"  that  is obtained from T '  by replacing 
vertex Vl by vertex 1, vertex vk by vertex n and linking all vertices which are adjacent o vl in T 
to 1 and all vertices which are adjacent o vk in T to n. It  is easily seen that  l (T")  <_ l (T ' ) .  Let 
V1 = {~} : 1 < v < n, (I, v) E T"} and Vn = {v : 1 < v < n, (v, n) e T"}, and consider the 
tree T"  with edge set ((1, n)}U((1, n -  I), (1, n-2),..., (1, n-kl)}U{(2, n), (3, n),..., (k2+ 1, n)} 
where kl = IV1[ and k2 -- [Vn[. Since D E [R~CJ,], it follows that l(T') ~_ l(T"). On the other 
hand, it is clear from the construction of the tree T that l(T) < l(T') <_ l(T') holds. Thus, T is 
an optimal tree. | 
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